
 
 

ZipBridge™
The safe bridge that's always at hand for the wheelchair user

The user has pulled the ZipBridge out over   ► 
the  sofa.  Locks.  Can be angled back or forth to suit.

For return trip?  The bridge is easily unlocked and 
slipped out of its housing (but can't fall to floor), the 
user then setting its near end on top of the 
wheelchair seat cushion – locks there - to enable 
easy and safe return... still independently.   Bridge 
and seat cushion stay stable even when a heavy 
adult's full weight is on the cushion corner.  
           
Tested  -  It works. 
                 ____________________

*In the version shown, the ZipBridge's housing is set in the 
seat cushion; in a further version it's fixed across the seat 
base, under the cushion.  Rises to top edge of cushion for 
return trip.  Again, always secured.
                  ______________________
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Over 70 million people require a wheelchair - for 
mobility, independence, dignity. (WHO estimate)    But all 
of that is threatened everyday when the wheelchair 
user must transfer onto and off the chair – not 
normally an easy, safe move. 

A traditional “transfer board” can help, but is difficult 
for the user to get well onto and too easily slips off 
the wheelchair seat or destination.                              
And the board is not normally at hand – the user or 
helper has to go get it. 

             Our ZipBridge resolves all that.      ► 
The user approaches a sofa to transfer to it , pulling 
our test piece from its onboard housing inside the 
wheelchair's seat cushion*(across the front, under 
thighs, carbon-fiber bridge just 5 mm thick, total 
thickness in housing just 11mm – 7/16” -, foam over 
and under  - completely comfortable.)  The bridge 
protrudes usably both ways, but passes easily 
through doorways.  

KPC's aids:  4 devices improve wheelchair use, 4 are 
domestic tools and our human floor lift  – see all Briefs. 
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Needs...and Opportunity: 
KPC invents, prototypes, 
tests...  Next?
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